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Welcome to the MSA Today!
Cattie, P.L.L.C. is a law rm dedicated to helping clients extinguish future medical exposure
under the Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) Act. To accomplish that, the law rm applies legal
concepts of compensability, causation, responsibility, liability, policy limits, statutory caps and
allocation/apportionment in order to extinguish a client’s future medical exposure
completely.
If you're familiar with Cattie and The MSA Today, please read below for a new article called
"The MSA Blind Spot" as well as updated info about the current protest to CMS' award of a
$60M WCMSA review contract and more! If you're a rst time reader, welcome! Please take a
couple minutes to review the Q/A below to gain a sense of the perspective and thought
process behind this newsletter.
What’s the MSA Today? The MSA Today is a newsletter that provides readers with periodic
updates about recent MSA events. Is there a statutory change in the works? Does CMS now
require LMSAs? Did Medicare promulgate new regulations about MSAs? Has Medicare issued
a policy alert, memo or reference guide change? You can nd that and more by reading
below. The MSA Today is your one stop to get caught up with all things MSA.
What’s a MSA? Right, if we’re going to catch you up with all things MSA, it’d be helpful to
know that that term meant. ‘MSA’ is short for “Medicare Set-aside Arrangement”. It is an often
misunderstood tool that is used to ensure that Medicare is not asked to pay future medical
care when another entity is responsible for that care. Its purpose is to comply with the future
medical provisions of the MSP Act.
Does the MSP Act Require MSAs? Because I don’t see that in the law. Of course, the MSP Act
does not require MSAs. Then again, it does not require you to “consider and protect”
Medicare’s interests either. What it does mandate is that Medicare will not pay for medicals
(but for one exception) where payment has been made under a workers’ comp plan, an auto
plan, a liability insurance plan or a no-fault plan. While the MSA is one option to make sure
Medicare is not billed prematurely, it’s not the only option. However, since the MSA is what
everyone knows about, we’ll refer to the generic term ‘MSA’ when we mean to also include all
other possible vehicles which could be used to ensure Medicare does not get billed
prematurely.
The goal here is to be educational, informative and (dare I say) have some fun with MSAs.
While nothing here is intended to provide you legal advice, we can also do that for you if you
decide to engage Cattie, P.L.L.C. for that purpose.

Your feedback is critical to a successful newsletter. Please reach out with your comments,
suggestions and constructive criticism. Send that to us in an email at jcattie@cattielaw.com,
via Twitter @MSALawyer or by phone at (704) 232-7297. With that, please read below and
learn more about recent MSA developments.

The MSA Blind Spot
Driving a car can be
dangerous. Driving a
tractor trailer can be even
more dangerous. Vehicles
have blind spots, those
areas around the vehicle
as you drive where you fail
to see other vehicles,
bikers or pedestrians
because your view is
obstructed. The larger the
vehicle, the larger the
blind spots. Mirrors can
only go so far to remedy
the blind spots. In the
end, a driver must be
aware that the blind spot
exists and take
precautions against
danger originating from
the blind spot.
The Workers’
Compensation (WC)
industry has a Medicare
Set-Aside (MSA) blind
spot. The mirrors provided
by MSA vendors to protect
their clients fail to account
for the MSA blind spot.
Current WC industry
practices do not align with
CMS expectations. CMS
clearly discusses its
expectations in its WCMSA
Reference Guide. Until the
danger posed by the MSA
blind spot is remedied,
parties resolving WC
claims will continue to
possess an exposure for

Medicare
Secondary Payer
and Medical
Providers: The
Devil's in the
Details
A new patient sits in your
waiting room. They ll out
your intake paperwork,
your sta visits with them,
your doctor diagnoses
their condition and sets
forth a course of action.
Surgery, prescription
medications, etc. At check
out, the patient instructs
the billing department to
bill Medicare for the visit.
Your sta does just that.
Happens every day, right?
Did you know that doing

Winter is Coming:
LMSA Issues and
Ethical Obligations
Facing Plaintiff
Lawyers
“Winter is coming.” That
three word statement
resonates throughout the
Game of Thrones series. It
serves both as a reminder
for the wary and a
warning for the ignorant.
Times may be good now,
but they will get worse
quickly when Winter
arrives. Winter in the
seven kingdoms meant
the arrival of the White
Walkers. Winter for
plainti attorneys
handling injury cases

so might violate federal
law?

involving future medical

Recent developments
should give the medical
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community pause when
deciding how to collect a
bill incurred by a
Medicare-enrolled
patient. Though it has
been common practice
historically, Medicare will
begin enforcing certain
provisions of a thirty-six
(36) year old law called the
Medicare Secondary Payer
(MSP) Act later this year.
Medicare will no longer
pay on claims as a matter

expenses means the
federal government and

(LMSAs).
The penalties under
federal law have been
well-documented. Single,
double or (perhaps) treble
damages for failure to
address these obligations
properly. Other potential
penalties, though, have
been less discussed. The
purpose of this article is
to demonstrate why
plainti lawyers must be

future medicals which it
fails to account for today.

of course under certain
circumstances. Medical

wary of potential LMSA
issues in light of state
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exposure under federal
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To read the entire article,
please click here.

law. When it comes to
dealing with Medicare, the
devil’s in the details.
To read the entire article,
click here.

CMS WCMSA Review Contract Under Protest
As many of you know, CMS selected Capital Bridge, LLC to be its new WCMSA review
contractor on September 1, 2017. The contract provides for a one-year term, with a series of
four more one-year terms to be exercised at CMS’ discretion. The total amount of the
contract, if it runs for the duration, would be over $60 million, about 10x more than any
previous government contract awarded for those services. Predictably, a couple entities who
were not selected have protested the awarding of the government contract (and its over $60
million prize) to Capital Bridge.
The reason most say for the dramatic increase in the award relates directly to the LMSA
review provisions contained in the scope of work. Under the terms of the new contract, CMS
would have the discretion to authorize the review contractor to begin reviewing Liability
MSAs starting July 1, 2018. It would appear that CMS could authorize the contractor to review
upwards of 51,000 LMSAs annually (compared to the 24,500 WCMSAs currently reviewed
annually).
Obviously, the liability settlement community is on pins and needles currently about the
prospect of a formal LMSA review process. We can’t imagine that any formal LMSA review
process would be rolled out until this protest is resolved. As of November 27, 2017, the
contract remains under protest to our knowledge. Therefore, given the timing and date on
the calendar, we would not expect to hear anything from Medicare about a formal LMSA
review process until at least Q1 2018. Stay tuned for much more on this developing story.

CMS Continues to Consider Expansion of
MSA Review Process to Liability and NoFault Insurance
In a related story, CMS continues to advise the settlement
community about the possibility of expanding its MSA
program. In a note on its website dated October 24, 2017, CMS
said,

"The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
continues to consider expanding its voluntary Medicare SetAside Arrangements (MSA) review process to include liability
insurance (including self-insurance) and no-fault insurance
MSA amounts. CMS will work closely with the stakeholder
community to identify how best to implement this potential
expansion of voluntary MSA reviews. Please continue to
monitor this website for updates and announcements of town
hall meetings in the near future.
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coordination-of-Bene ts-andRecovery/Workers-Compensation-Medicare-Set-AsideArrangements/Whats-New/Whats-New.html
Cattie, P.L.L.C. looks forward to being involved in that
discussion to ensure all voices are heard. To that end, we'd
like to hear your feedback about a potential LMSA review
process. Please send those to us at jcattie@cattielaw.com so
we can compile and include as talking points when we speak
with CMS o cials about this potential expansion.

6,500 LinkedIn Connections and Growing!
If you're reading this and connected with me on LinkedIn, thank you! You receive many of
these updates and postings in real time. If you have not yet connected with me on LinkedIn, I
welcome you to do so. Just follow this link to my pro le and request to connect.

President Trump Chooses Azar to Head HHS
Earlier this month, President Trump chose Alex Azar as his selection to serve as Secretary of
Health and Human Services (HHS). If con rmed by the Senate, Azar would be returning to the
federal administrative agency where he served previously as general counsel and deputy
secretary before entering the pharmaceutical world and eventually becoming the CEO of Eli
Lilly. He would replace former Secretary Tom Price, who resigned in September 2017.
Why is this news in the MSA Today? Well, the U.S. Dept. of HHS is who CMS (and its MSA
program) reports to. Ultimately, anything that happens with CMS and its MSA program would
be the Secretary's responsibility. For the full story, click here.

Opioid Reserves in MSAs a Nationwide
Problem
There has been much discussion recently about our country's
addition to opioids. The MSA world is not immune to this. In fact, a
recent study in California revealed that as many as 70% of MSAs
in California over a given term included funding for opioids.
According to the California Workers' Compensation Institute, data was pulled from 7,926
California workers' compensation cases closed from January 2015 to December 2016.
Researchers concluded that opioids were the most commonly prescribed medications

contained in those MSAs studied. "For the set-aside settlements with opioids, injured workers
were on average approved for a daily dose of 54.7 MME for an average of 20.9 years, with
over 10% of set-aside plans with opioids having an estimated morphine equivalent dose level
of over 90 MME per day, a marker of elevated risk to the patient, the study states."
Often, MSAs like this are created in order to pass muster with CMS. While CMS review of a
MSA is never required, parties who create MSA reports typically will include opioid usage like
this to adhere to current CMS WCMSA review protocols. Until parties settling WC cases begin
to understand that alternative risk management approaches exist, they will continue to be
left to the whims of a federal agency who may say that opioids are a "public health
emergency" but who have not yet changed its ways to address that public health emergency.

Only 30 Days (or so) Until 2018
The holidays are here, and it is be 2018 before you know it. Still trying to get that le closed
this year and you have an MSA issue? Don't wait any longer. Call Cattie, P.L.L.C. and ask for a
MSA Legal Opinion.
Instead of a standard MSA Allocation from a vendor, you get a legal opinion applying the
speci c facts of your case to the MSP law itself. The MSA Legal Opinion is written by lawyers
and provides you legal advice on the MSA issue, something most vendors cannot provide. You
will establish an attorney/client relationship, meaning that your communications are
privileged, as well as the work product (if you wish).
Plus, the legal opinion stands in the shoes of a CMS-approved MSA, meaning that you can
STILL get that le closed in 2017, obtain the same protection as if CMS approved the MSA and
for a cost comparable to your current MSA vendor. The chart below explains the di erences
between the MSA Legal Opinion and the MSA Allocation. When you compare the two, the
preferred option is clear.
Attn. Claims Adjusters - if Cattie is not on your list of preferred MSA vendors, ask your
supervisor for a one time exception in order to get your le closed in 2017. If you want credit
for closing the le this year, not next year, Cattie can help!
Cattie, P.L.L.C. is currently accepting new clients who want to extinguish all future medical
exposure under the MSP Act. Do you want to do that? If so, it's time to call Cattie.

Talk to Us at a Future Conference
December 7-8, 2017 TTLA Annual Meeting, San Antonio, TX
December 15, 2017 Alabama Bar Tort Law CLE, Birmingham, AL
January 10-12, 2018 NYSIA Annual Meeting, New York, NY
January 18-19, 2018 ALAJ Mid-Winter Conference, Birmingham, AL
January 23, 2018 NYC Bar, New York, NY
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